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Example of a complete registration (end to end) 
 

 
Enter the page to register 

 

What do you need to understand; we work with ORDERS and underlying TICKETS, every order contains at least one ticket, but an order may contain several 

tickets (if you want to arrange for a group of participants) 

 

Prepare booking, the following data is needed during the registration process 

Required Fields   

Order Name (First & Last)  

 Email-adress (of order receiver)  

 Email-Verification   

 Phone   

Ticket First Name  

 Last Name  

 Phone  

 E-Mail  

 E-Mail-Verification  

 Date of Birth Day/Month/Year  
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 Federation (dropdown with available 

federations) 

 

 Age group Veteran/Adult/Young Adult or 

                   Junior/Cub 

 

 Association membership number  
 Gender Male/Female  
 Bow Style (dropdown)  
 IFAA Classification A/B/C/Not applicable  

 Tick IFAA rules  
 Tick IFAA Scorecard  

 
The order system will ‘reserve’ your tickets for 20 minutes, allowing enough time for complete teams and/or families to register. 
 
Scroll down to read the messages on IFAA Rules, IFAA Scorecard and General Safety awareness declaration. 
 
 
Hit the register button, it will be under 
the active price for that date.  
 

 

 
 Choose your preferred language  
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What you need to understand, the 
order process has a number of steps: 

1) Enter the number of ticket 
required per category 1 & 2 

2) Press 3:NEXT to proceed 
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Choose for one of the two buttons to 
enter the details of the  
 
ORDER RECEIVER,  
 
this can be confusing, it is the person 
who will receive the tickets ordered. 
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I have chosen for  
 
ENTER MANUALLY 
 
Fill in: 

- Name 
- Email adress 2x 
- Phone 

 
At this time the verification does not 
work, work in progress. 
 
If needed we will try to contact you on 
the entered phone number. 
 
All data entered is only used for the 
tournament, to contact you if we need 
more info, or send you updates. 
 
Be aware, this is also the email the 
order confirmation is send to! 
 
Choose the next Ticket line 
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Enter all the required data for every 
ticket.  
 
When applicable a dropdown menu 
will show you the available choices (in 
English) 
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When finished, choose for next ticket 
(if applicable) or NEXT 
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This is the screen where you choose 
HOW to pay: 
 
IDEAL; payment system Netherlands 
[no costs] 
 
BANCONTACT; payment system for 
Belgium [2.9%] 
 
SOFORT; payment system for 
Germany [2.9%] 
 
Credit Card [3.5%] 
 
PAYPAL [4%] 
 
And the inevitable consent on terms & 
conditions. 
 
Choose and press PLACE ORDER 
 
Next the payment interface will start, 
and the chosen method is executed. 
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After succesfull payment, you will be 
returned to the shop  
 
 
Press DOWNLOAD TICKETS will bring 
you to the next screen 
 
The email confirmation will be send to 
the mail address entered in the ORDER 
section. 
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Press download all your ticket to get 
your tickets. 

 
This is an example of the ticket 
generated, print and save ticket for 
later use. 
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you will also receive an email with the 
following subject 

 
 
And in the mail is a permanent link to 
the ticket. 

 
  
Closing remarks There are several ways to retreive your ticket 

a) Direct at the end of the order process (page 10) 
b) By using the link in the email received (page 11) Please note, this link will be valid until the tournament 

starts (August 2019) 

We can also retrieve your ticket, please contact us on efac2019@handboogsport.nl and ask our assistance. 
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